Put It On, Take It Off.
(Wrap it up - Take it home.)

by Edgar Leslie and Joe Young.

Moderate.

Piano

In the State of Alabama,

One day a customer came:

bam there lived a clothing man named Sam.

plained, he said his coat shrank when it rained.

Who'd fit clothes on the folks.

Sam took the man aside.
While he'd tell them funny jokes, he'd relieve them of their
"Take this one for ten" he cried, "here's a suit that laid near
kale, for Sammy's middle name was sale, And
gold? the customer said "that gag's old, I'll
when he'd spy a real buyer he would wail,
give four dollars!" Sam hol-lers "what for! sold"

Chorus.

Put it on, take it off, wrap it up, take it home call a-gain,
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call again, What a suit, (fits you to a T.)

Such a beat, seven-nine-three, Oo how cheap it

really is a shame (well!) Put it on, take it off, wrap it

up, take it home, good-night call again. Put it gain.
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